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Model :Clean p
Product Code :POR 2100
Color :White
Cleaning Kit :Multifunctional Smart Gadget (10 IN
1)

Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹799.00 Original price was: ₹799.00.₹345.00
Current price is: ₹345.00. ₹407.10 : Price incl. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Power Bank, Electronic Products

Product Description

PORTRONICS CLEAN P MULTIFUNCTIONAL CLEANING KIT

Comprehensive Cleaning Solution: The Clean P 10-in-1 Multiple Cleaning Kit by Portronics
offers a complete cleaning solution for your gadgets, ensuring every nook and cranny is
spotless.
Versatile Cleaning Tools: This multifunctional cleaner kit includes a diverse range of 10
cleaning tools tailored to different cleaning needs, making it ideal for maintaining your
electronic devices in top-notch condition.
Efficient Dust Removal: Equipped with specialized brushes and microfiber cloths, this
multiple cleaning kit effectively removes dust, dirt, and debris from various surfaces without
causing any damage.
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Safe Cleaning: The Clean P kit is designed to provide a gentle yet thorough cleaning, ensuring
your delicate electronics remain unharmed during the cleaning process.
Ergonomic Design: Each cleaning tool is thoughtfully designed with ergonomics in mind,
offering comfortable grips and precise cleaning capabilities even in hard-to-reach areas.
Compact and Portable: With a compact carrying case, the Clean P kit is travel-friendly,
allowing you to maintain your devices' cleanliness on the go, whether you're at home, in the
office, or traveling.
Wide Compatibility: Suitable for a wide range of devices, including laptops, mobile phones,
desktop keyboards, cameras, and more, the Clean P kit is a versatile accessory for tech
enthusiasts and professionals.
Warranty - 12 Months on manufacturing defect

Click Here : Brand ALECT is a renowned bag manufacturer that offers a wide range of
customized bags, including backpacks, laptop bags, gym bags, duffel bags, and more. Their
products are crafted with utmost care and precision to ensure superior quality and customer
satisfaction.
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